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Welcome to Alumni Monitor
Thank you for your interest in Alumni Monitor – a research service to help higher education institutions
with alumni development. We constantly monitor alumni activities of leading schools who are successful
in alumni development. Higher education is facing growing challenges from changing demographics,
loan programs and the rise of MOOCs. Alongside these threats are opportunities. Those schools who
properly incorporate digital techniques to their outreach efforts will realize stronger alumni
relationships and better results with fundraising.
Corporate Insight (CI) was founded in 1992. Our mission is to help our clients provide the best possible
user experience for their prospects and customers. We are going to apply our time tested methodology
and our 20+ years of expertise to help higher education realize stronger engagement with their alumni.
We examine how higher education institutions develop their alumni base to improve engagement to
grow their participation and donation rates. We employ a particular focus on digital properties (website,
mobile, and social media). By comparing the offerings of leading schools, we are able to highlight best
practices related to content, design and functionality. We also apply our extensive knowledge from
other industries along with our objective, third-party perspective to provide our clients with actionable
recommendations.
We hope you find the excerpt thought-provoking and look forward to speaking with you further.
Sincerely,

Michael Ellison, President
Alumni Monitor, A Division of Corporate Insight, Inc.
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Introducing Alumni Monitor
Corporate Insight’s latest monitor service, Alumni Monitor, examines the online and offline experience
for alumni of leading higher education institutions. Working with actual alumni, our research service
provides higher education institutions with a unique, first-hand look at the online resources and marcom materials that make-up the alumni experience. The following is an overview of the service:

Alumni Monitor Coverage
Alumni Monitor scans the alumni experience of the leading institutions. We started with the schools
with at least $1B in endowment or those who are successful with alumni participation. Alumni
Monitor continues to expand our coverage set with schools that implement innovative techniques
that foster alumni engagement and development. We will also maintain a watch on philanthropy and
test how schools can better compete for donations against other fund raising entities.
The types of schools tracked by Alumni Monitor




Schools with strong participation
Those schools who are early adopters of technology
Schools with innovative techniques to improve alumni development

Alumni Monitor Deliverables

In-Depth Reports

In-depth reports that focus on key aspects of the digital user experience,
including mobile and social media topics. Reports include:
 Best practice summaries
 Actionable recommendations
 Detailed findings & assessments for each firm

Monthly Updates

Comprehensive review of changes and additions of the public and
private digital experience from leading schools with an emphasis on:
 Website and mobile design and usability
 How social media channels are being used
 Communications related to alumni development & relations

Alumni Collateral

All collateral and communications received are analyzed available to
view or download online. This includes hard-copy communications,
newsletters, and email communications to name a few.

Analyst Access

Research support from our experienced Alumni Monitor team.

For more information, please contact Dana Peterson:
Email: DPeterson@CorporateInsight.com Telephone: 646-454-2665
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In-Depth Report Topic Ideas
Our in-depth reports focus on some element of the alumni experience across leading schools. Each
report will have a specific objective detailed that all schools analyzed will be subject to. The research will
examine how well schools did against the objective as well as how leading schools did against each
other. The report will offer best practices from those schools who performed the highest relative to the
research objective.

DEVELOPMENT

RELATIONS



Compare and Benchmark Online Donation
Capabilities



Tracking Special Fundraising Campaigns



Crowdfunding Initiatives




Donations from Mobile Apps



Analyze and Compare Collateral Materials



Career Services Developments



Homecoming and Other Events



Outreach Programs to Stay in Touch



Athletic and Alumni Giving



Alumni Networking
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Excerpts from a Recent Report
Gifting On the Go, University Development Apps
Alumni Monitor recently reviewed the user experience of alumni mobile apps, with a special focus on the
gift giving process. We looked for alumni apps that enable donation functions directly from the mobile
device. We also reviewed the alumni outreach conducted through the apps.

Introduction
In the effort to gain donations from alumni, development offices frequently turn to mobile apps as a
way to combine gift giving with alumni outreach. In our latest report, we examine the alumni apps
provided by universities, with a special focus on how schools promote gift giving and what forms of
outreach are provided within their alumni-focused app. We examine the features of apps, how easy
they are to use and how they are designed.

Research Methodology
In a recent Alumni Monitor Report, we looked at the mobile apps offered by universities for their alumni,
with an emphasis placed upon the alumni giving process. We focused on the available capabilities and
features, such as access to donation functionality, networking tools and information for alumni. Our
analysis also examined the ease of use of apps and their general design. Specifically, we examined the
following:
Capabilities
 What can users do in an
app?
 Is it easy to donate to
schools?
 Are networking/directory
features included?
 Are university social
media promoted on the
apps?
 Can information on
events, athletics or news
be found?
 What other features are
provided?

Ease of Use

Design

 Is a dedicated alumni app
available or are users
shunted to a general app
with giving information?

 How clearly is information
presented?

 How easy is it to navigate
the app?

 Do schools use their
school colors?

 What can be done from
the main menu? What can
be accessed on the
homepage?

 Are pages of the app
consistent in design?

 Are buttons large and
easy to view?
 Is it easy to get back to
the previous page?

 Are donation campaigns
promoted on giving
pages?
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Donation Directly from a Mobile App
Some alumni apps provide a tool directly within the app that allows users to donate to a school, while
others redirect graduates to the mobile site to give. Alumni apps were split evenly between sending
users to the mobile site to donate and offering on-app controls. About half of the schools examined
provide the giving feature directly on the app. Additionally, six schools provide easy access to giving by
providing a main menu link to the giving page.
Some of the schools examined included both on-app and mobile-based giving pages that are well
designed. Below is a great example of an on-app donation page. This app divides its donation function
into three steps: a donation amount page, a personal information page, and a card information page,
allowing users to review and make donations to different campaign funds and departments in the
school. This enables alumni to conveniently give to the school without navigating away from the app.
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Some Apps Send Users to Mobile Site to Access Giving
Conversely, other schools send visitors to the mobile site to conduct a donation. Below is an example of
a gift giving page conveniently organizes information on a single page with some scrolling that allows
users to enter their personal information, credit card number and donation recipient without additional
navigation.
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Offer a Compelling Reason to Use the App –
Schools should provide a concrete reason for alumni to take
the time to visit apps. This will help ensure that they use the
app and will hopefully lead to donations. A common way that
alumni apps add value is by offering a strong alumni directory.
This can be used by individuals who want to network or
connect with their fellow graduates. Two apps, those from
Bucknell and Northeastern, offer a geolocation-enabled map
of alumni in a user’s area. This helps users be aware of who
may be around and in what fields they are employed.



Directories Should Provide a Wide Selection of Inputs – To help alumni network
via mobile apps, schools should provide a good selection of criteria for finding classmates. In
addition to name and year, directories should allow alumni to search by career industry and
employer to help individuals network. Additionally, directories can include majors, club
memberships and sports involvement to help alumni with shared interests reconnect. For
example, Bucknell lets users filter by criteria like by name, company, school, year, sports
affiliations, major, Greek life involvement and industry. This provides a powerful tool for alumni
to reconnect and network with other Bucknell grads.
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About Corporate Insight
Corporate Insight provides competitive intelligence and user experience research to the nation's leading
financial institutions. For 20 years, Corporate Insight has tracked new developments in the financial
services industry through our syndicated Monitor research and consulting services. We are known for
our detailed, objective research, unmatched expertise, and emphasis on the actual user experience.
Corporate Insight is continuously tracking and identifying best practices for web and mobile usability in
all of the industries we track. We help our clients to stay on top of industry trends and improve their
competitive position.
Our intelligence services are frequently cited in media outlets such as The Wall Street Journal, Barron’s,
Bloomberg, Forbes, SmartMoney, Associated Press, New York Times, Newsweek, TIME and USA Today.

Monitor Services
Corporate Insight’s Monitor Research Services continuously track the online and offline user experience
offered by leading firms across the financial services industry. Our Monitor Services are as follows:
Banking & Cards

Insurance

Brokerage

 Bank Monitor
 Credit Card Monitor
 Small Business Monitor






 Broker Monitor
 e-Monitor

Asset Management

Mobile Finance

 Advisor Monitor
 Mutual Fund Monitor



Annuity Monitor
Life Insurance Monitor
P&C Insurance Monitor
Group Health Ins. Monitor

Mobile Monitor

Workplace
 Retirement Plan Monitor
 Stock Plan Services
 Best Practices – Plan Sponsors

Higher Education
 Alumni Monitor

Consulting Services
Corporate Insight offers a variety of custom consulting solutions including:




Website Audits
Competitive Benchmarking
Usability Testing





Social Media
Mobile
Mystery Shops
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CONNECT WITH CORPORATE INSIGHT
CONTACT US
DANA PETERSON
VICE PRESIDENT
Monitor Services
L:

646-454-2665
dpeterson@CorporateInsight.com

Connect with Dana

ALUMNI MONITOR
alumnimonitor.corporateinsight.com

CONNECT WITH CI
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